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QUESTIONS – ANSWERS – CLARIFICATIONS 

 

SAN JOAQUIN TRAIL 
PROJECT NO. PW1442, ATPL5008(139) 

 
 

1. Question: Bid item 16 for the bike path widening, the widening is only found on    
sheets 17 & 19. The total length of the widening found on these two 
sheets is a significant amount less than 5000 LF Is there another sheet 
that has the widening that was missed on the drawings? 

  Answer: Special Provisions Page SP32 item 16, Bike Path Widening replace 
Estimated Quantity 5,000 with 4,190. A letter of clarification will be 
issued. 

2. Question: Per detail 2 & 3 C501 show decomposed granite, currently there isn’t a bid 
item for decomposed granite. Please advise. 

  Answer:    Drawing C-501, Details 2 and 3 replace label “Install Decomposed 
Granite To Match Grade (Typ)” with “Install Native Soil To Match 
Grade (TYP)”. A letter of clarification will be issued. 

3. Question: Detail 4/C501 pavement widening does not show decomposed granite 
however details 2 & 3 C501 show decomposed granite on the sides. Since 
there are no grades on the plans, the quantity of decomposed granite cannot 
be quantified. Please advise. 

 Answer:     Drawing C-501, Details 2 and 3 replace label “Install Decomposed 
Granite To Match Grade (Typ)” with “Install Native Soil To Match 
Grade (TYP)”. A letter of clarification will be issued. 

4. Question: Bid item # 18 Reconstruct bike path & # 19 reconstruct access, per 
bid item description states “…placing aggregate base, header 
board…” however per plans call for a grind and overlay and per detail 
2/C501. Per detail 2 there is no header board nor is there aggregate 
base. Please advise. 

      Answer:      Special Provisions Page SP30 replace item 18 title “Reconstruct Bike 
Path” with “Remove and Replace Bike Path”. Replace Item 19 title 
“Reconstruct Access Path” with “Remove and Replace Access Path”. 
Page SP25 Item 18 replace Item Description “Reconstruct Bike Path” 
with “Remove and Replace Bike Path”, Item 19 replace Item 
Description “Reconstruct Access Path with “Remove and Replace 
Access Path. A letter of clarification will be issued. 
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5. Question:  Please confirm that header board is only required at the pavement 
widening (detail 4/C501) and remove and replace existing ac with 
header boards (detail 3/C501). 

    Answer:      Confirmed, pavement is only required for Details 3 & 4 in Drawing 
C501. 

6. Question: Per detail 2/C501, what is the depth of the grind required? Per plans 
state “paving grind per manufacturers recommendation…” this 
should be an engineer’s recommendation. This information is 
required in order to quantify the grinding 

Answer: Detail 2 Drawing C501 refers to Paving Grid not Grind. 

7. Question:    Per detail 2/C503 shows rebar for the bollards please advise what 
size / grade rebar is requested. 
 

 Answer:    Drawing C-503 Detail 2, Reinforcement shall be #4 rebar grade 60. 
A letter of clarification will be issued.  

 

8. Question: Per detail 2/503 shows anchor bolts, please advise what size, depth, 
grade, etc… is requested. 

Answer: Drawing C-503 Detail 2, Anchor bolts shall be ¾” Dia. x 12 inch 
Type L, ASTM F1554 Grade 55. A letter of clarification will be 
issued. 

9. Question: Per plans there is no information provided for the point of connection 
for the drinking fountains. Please advise. 

Answer: The Point of Connection (POC) is at or near the existing drinking 
fountain (footing), that will be replaced. A letter of Clarification will 
be issued.  

10. Question: Per detail 3/C502 shows glasgrid however there is no information as 
to area this is to be installed. Is this required on the project, please 
advise on the extent of the glasgrid. 

 Answer:       See Detail 2 Drawing C-501. 
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11.  Question: There are areas where the check dams are to be installed however 
no work other than seal coating at a few location is being performed. 
Please advise.  

Answer:       Please refer to our Plans and Specifications.   

12. Question: At the check dam areas there is sod that is to be removed and 
reinstalled, when is this supposed to occur during the construction 
phase?  Or is this something that can be performed at the end of 
the project?  

  Answer:       Please refer to our Plan and Specifications.  

 

13. Question: Please confirm that there is no crack filling on this project.    

    Answer:       Please refer to our Plan and Specifications.  

 


